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SMZIARY
Intensive studies of cosmic rays have been lately
conducted; they consisted in experiments on generation
and interaction of high-energy (mostly 10 -- several hun-
dred Gev) muons The study of muons of higher energies
than several Gev entails the use of devices with substan-
tial increase in transmi.ssivity. This was obtained by
the magnetic spectrometer method. The discussion centers
on energy release spectra of muons interacting with thick
layers of matter (water and soil 1 - 10 Ian w.e. thicknes.;..
Most of the studies described here were conducted in
USSR, namely at SRINP of MSU, MPEI, IPAS GSSR and FIAN*.
They are illustrated by a series of diagrams and sketches
of the devices used.
The numerous and complex discussions lead to the con-
clusion that the investigation of photonuclear interactions
of muons in the region of particular interest must be made
by special devices with geometrical factor > 100 m2•ster --1
so as to determine a muon pulse 10 12 ev by the deflection
in the magnetic field. The-, ,- devices obviously can be utili-
zed for obtaining exhaustive experimental data on the energy
spectrum and angular distribution of muons with energy E >
> 3 . 10 11 ev.
(*) The explanation of abbreviations is given in the text
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Despite rather numerous Experiments on the study of (p,e)- and (p,p)-
scattering, of moon pair and magnetic moment formation, no signs of any
kind were up to now revealed in experiments on accelerators of any anoma-
lous interadt-Jor, of muons thGt would al.lov. us to di.stingulph them from
electrons.
Particulnrly intensive studies have been lately conducted in cosmic
rays, consisting in experiments on the generation and interaction of high-
energy muons. The most detailed, though by no means exhausiting investi-
gations, were lately completed with muons having energies from some ten to
several hundred Gov. Studied in this energy region were the energy spec-
trum of muon flux [2] and their angular distribution relative to the verti--
cal t3]; data were also obtained on electromagnetic and "photonuclear"
interactions of muons [4]. The conducted investigations have shown that both
the energy spectrum and the angular distribution of such muons are not in
contradiction with their generation as a result of n 4 U- (and perhaps also
K	 decay. As to the interactions of muons of these energies, they also
find explanation frog-, the standard representations of quantum electrodyna-
mics and experimental data on the effective photoproduction of pions obtained
on accelerators.
The investigation kJ muons with energy greater than several hundred Gev
presupposes a substantial increase of the speed of transmission of the in-
stallations utilized. In the conducted experiments this increase was attain-
ed at the price of utilizing more indirect methods than those applied at
lower energies, namely, that of magnetic spectrometer. The discussion evol-
ves here about investigations of energy liberation spectra of muons, inter-
'	 acting in sufficiently thick layers of matter, and also bf the study of muon
fluxes under considerable thicknesses of soil or water (1 --10 km water equi-
valent) . l
Obviously, such kind of experimental data are sensitive to the energy
spectrum of muons as well as to the character of their interaction with the
matter. At the same time, the spectrum of energy release (in the region
E > hundreds Gev), owing to the sharply dropping character of the energy
release spectrum of muons, is determined with a precision to several percent
3end, in any case, in heavy matters, still more accurately by the cross-
section of radiation decel . eraLlun of muons:
ffdeC(v)vYdv,
where v — E/Lo (l;U being tb A eTIrrgy of the muon); fdec(v) ; the bremmstrah-
lung cross-section and 'y thr, exponent of muons' integral energy spectrum.
Contrary tc, that, the flux of muons under heavy soil thicknesses is deter-
mined by all processes leading to muon energy lasses (ionization losses,
formation of pairs, brenimstrahlung, photonuclear interactions), and is de-
pendent on the quantity fftot(v)v dv, and also on the behavior of the func-
tion f.tot(v) as a consquence of the fluctuational character of losses.
The investigation of energy liberation spectra, for which muons with
are r s ro^sible
energies of several hundred to several thousand G^e^', were 7onducted especial-
ly intensively in the USSR, namely at the Scientific Research Institute of
Nuclear Physics of the Moscow State University (SRINP of MSU) [5] . , at the
Moscow Physics and Engineering Institute (MPEI), at the Institute of Physics
of the Academy of Sciences of the Geo..gian SSR (IPASGSSR) [7] and at the
Lebedev Institute of Physics of the USSR Academy of Sciences (F1AN) [8].*
One of the works was also performed in Japan [9]. All these works were
•	 carried out underground, with soil thickness of the order of several tens
of meters water equivalent.
In all the above-enumerated works, the geometrical factor of the in-
stallations was computed by tens m a stead, while the effective speed of
transmission, that is, the speed of transmission computed taking into ac-
count the probability of muon interaction was tens of times greater than
in experiments with the use of magnetic spectrometer [2, 31.
The greatest statistics of events was obtained in the works of SRINP
of MSU and of the Osaka University [ 9]. The spectrum of great ionization
bursts was investigated in these works, that is, not directly the spectrum
of energy releaseb, but that of showers induced by these energy releases
in layers of dense matter.
* (These abbreviations will be used all the way in the following)
The results of measurements, which lasted 6000 hours on the installa-
tion of the SR1NP of MSU with the use of a lead filter, and nearly 1800)
hours at the Osa1:a University using soil for filter, are shown in Fig.l.
The spectrums of bursts in the ground was converted to that of bursts in
lead. In the .-igion n < 10 9 the data of r9] are, apparently, distorted b;
the influence of registration threshold. The spectra are constructed for
bursts induced by muons with zenithal angles 0 < 45° and 0 < 50°.
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Fig.I
It.tegral spectrum of bursts induced by muons
at depth of 40 m water equivalent.
Numeral 1 corresponds to data of (5] with
0 — 45 0 and in the lead, while 2 refors to
the data of (9] in the ground at the depth of
20 m w.e. 0 < 50°; n is the ionization (*)
Presented in Figures 2 and 3 is a schematic image of the installations
uilized. The MSU device consists of three rows of ionization chambers (IC)
with area of 5 m 2 each and of five rows of hodoscopic counters (HC). The
ionization chambers registered the magnitude of the burst. The direction
of the muon was determined with a precision to 7° with the aid of hodosco-
pic counters. The installation of the Osaka University consists of two
scintillator layers of -20 m 2 area each and of a system of photomultipliers
between them. The coordinates of shower axis, of moon direction, having
.induced the shower and of latter's magnitude are determined by the ratio of
the light fluxes registered by the different photomultipliers. (The shower
magnitude is here in reality that of the burst). When converting the spectrum
of [9] to that of [5], it was assumed that the magnitudes of bursts in Pb
npb and in the ground ngr are linked by the relation nPb = ngr ohbrsgr, where
Spb and Ogr are respectively the critical energies for electron-photon
M expressed in the number of relativistic particles
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avalanchcs in lead and ground. The spectra, plotted in Fig.l are very close
at n	 1 . 5 9 10 3 — 1.5 . 10", in their shape and correspond to exponents Y =2.15!*
10.1 (5) and Y	 1.95±0.1 19). At the same time, to first points of spectra
corresponds a statistics of nearly 2000 events, and to the lest ones -- one of
seve"cal tens of events.
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Installation
at Osaka
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Fig.2
Installation of MSU for the investigation of bursts induced by
moons in lead
Comparison of experimental data of [5) with the spectra of bursts theo-
retically computed at various assumptions on the generation of muons through
7t— and K-measons, taking into account only the electromagnetic interactions
of muors. The exponent values Y7r K — 1.6 and various ratios of the absolute
values of K/w were assumed for the integral energy spectra of it- and K-me.cns.
Theoretical calculations may yield *a satisfactory agreement with the
experimental spectrum of bursts, if one only diminishes the value of Yn gK to
1.2-- 1.3. This cannot be done for spectra of It-mesons without entering into
contradiction with experimental. data on Y-quantum spectra in startosphere
Ill - 13). • However, it is possible to assume that-the ratio Khr is a rising
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function of energy K of n- and K-mesons, . K/it • Kn and to select a in a man-
ner allowing us to obtain a spectrum of muons equivalent to y-n — 1.2 for
values yn	1.7 and YK — 1.7 — a. Such r spectrun is obtained at K/n
0.3(1:/3 1011 eV)0450 However, the introduction of such a mechanism of
K--meson generation results also in a contradiction with the' experimental
data of (11] and (12] (see Fig.5).
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Fig.4
CL .parison of differential spectrum
of bursts in lead (MSU) with theo-
retical cnIculat:ions performed in
various assumptions on the energy
spectrum of W- and K-mesons. The
curves 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 correspond
to ylt — 1.2; 1.3; l.'; 1.5; 1.6;
1.7;the ratio Off — 0; 7, end 8)
yu --- YK — 1.7 and K/Tt -f= 0.2 respect-
i •rely. All curves are normalized
with respect to the first point
Fi.g.5
Comparison of the energy spectrum of y--
quanta in the s tratosphere (re. r11--13))
with the theoretical spectrum in the
assumption of increasing role of K-mesons
relative to ions with their energy rise.
At E — 3 . 10 11 ev, the value K/7t — 0.3
corresponds to the upper lijit of expe-
rimental data (l corresponding to data
of work 111]  and 2 -- to those of works
112--13].
Therefore, in order to explain the observed spectrum of bursts, it re-
mains to assume that: 1) either the interaction cross-section of muons be-
gins to rise noticeably with energy, or 2) Ote spectrum of muons is more,
slanting that that obtained from the pattern 	 and K -> 'p-decays, i. e.
there exists of a more rapid generation of muons than the n- and K -decays.
The first possibility drops off if one conducts comparison of burst
spectrum with the curve for the depth course of muons for depths >10 3 m.w.e.
If we assume that ' the burst spectrum exponent is exactly equal to that of the
energy spectrum of muo ns (in reality it can only be smal".er than the former),
7then it is possible to estimate the maxim,,.,,, admissible Increase of the cross-
section of photonuclear interaction of muons from the requirement of agree-
ment between the spectrum of moons and the depth course. (As regards the
cross-setlions of other processes, it is assumed that they are known eith a
precision to . 5%). For example, for the integral muon spectrum exponent
Y — 2, this increase in the ground may take place five times at transition
from energy range 10 10 -- 10 11 ev to th ,. range 10 12 — 10 13 ev (see [14)).
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Comparison of the spectrum of energy
liberations E, registered by the ins-
tallation of [7) with spectra of E
expected at various assumptions on
spectra of generated pions. Numerals
at curvos refer to values of y-R . The
diagram has been borrowed from [7]
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Same as in Figure 6 but after
the work [7].  0 < 50, it 4 }i .
This diagram has been borrowed
from the work [8)
such a value of bnuc (losses to photonuclear interactions) and bbrem (losses
to bremn ►strahlung) in the ground become identical. Taking into account that
ohe photonuclear interaction cross-section - A, while that of breimnstrahlung
(at the expense of which burst mainly occur) is ^ Z 2 , one may obtain that
at transition from ground (Z — 10, A F- 20) to lead (Z c 80 0 A — 200), in the
case of the SRINP of MSl1 experiment, the relative role of photonuclear inter-
actions in the creation of bursts drops 6 to 7 times and does not exceed 20%.
Therefore, the maximum possible decrease of burst spectrum's exponent on
that account is no more than 0.07. (In 'reality this decrease Is still less,
since in the above estimate the difference in heights of avalanche maximum
from Y-quantum and n -mesons produced in the photonuclear interaction has
not been taken into account. In the latter case, the maximum height will be
2 to 3 times less and this is why the role of bursts from photonuclear inter-
actions may be still further reduced).
1'
7then it is possible to estimate the maximvs, admissible Increase of the cl-sst.--
section of photonuclear interaction of moons from the requirement of agree-
ment between the spectrum of moons and the depth course. (As regards the
cross-settions of other processes, it is assumed that they are known eith a
precision to ­ 520.  For example, for the integral muon spectrum exponent
y	 2, this increase in the ground may take place five times at transition
from energy range 10 10 — 10 11 ev to th .. range 10 1 " — 10 13 ev (see [ l ei 1 ^ .
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Fig. b
Comparison of the spectrum of energy
liberations E, registered by the ins-
tallation of [71 with spectra of E
expected at various assu;aptions on
spectra of generated pions. Numerals
at curvos refer to values of y7f. The
diagram has been borrowed from [71
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Same as in Figure 6 but after
the wort: [7) .  8 < 50, it -} u .
This diagram has been borrowed
from the work [81
such a value of bnuc (losses to photonuclear interactions) and bbrem (losses
to bremn ►strahlung) in the ground become identical. Taking Into account that
ohe photonuclear interaction cross-section - A, while that of breimnstrahlung
(at the expense of which burst mainly occur) is ^ Z 2 , one may obtain that
at transition from ground (2. — 10, A — 20) to lead (Z — 80, A — 200) , in the
case of the SRINP of MSt1 experiment, the relative role of photonuclear inter-
actions in the creation of bursts drops 6 to 7 times and does not exceed 20%.
Therefore, the maximum possible decrease of burst spectrum ' s exponent on
that account is no more than 0.07. .(In 'reality this decrease is still less,
since in the above estimate the difference in heights of avalanche maximum
from y-quantum and n i-mesons produced in the photonuclear interaction has
not been taken into account. In the latter case, the maximum height will be
2 to 3 times less and this is why the role of bursts from photonuclear inter-
actions may be still further reduced).
8Note that, as bhuc incre n ser; to the value of bbrein in the ground, we
must obtain for the experiments of the Osaka group a lesser value of the
exponent Y of burst spectrum than for the SRIN'Y of MSU experi ^ ,1c 11ts. Such
tendency exists in the experimental data: as already noted, according; to
data of MSU, r - 2.15±0 . 1, and, accordinj; to Os aka team Y -, 1.9510.1.
Thus, for the explanation of experimen'Lal data on burst spectrum one
must ass ► rme that, in the region of considered energies, a more rapid genera-
tion mechanism of muons begins to act than the tr- and K-decay. As to the
possible nature of such a mechanism, it will be discussed below.
As mentioned earlier, the spectra of energy relaxes of muons in the
interva l 3 . 10 11 < E < 3 . 10 12 ev were previ . osuly investigated In the M"El
and IIIASGSSK and also at riANti. These works %.,ere conducted with the aid of
Ionization calorimeters wbich, in principle, permit the determination of
energy release in each individual case accrrding to the total development
pattern of the avalanche. However, in practice, the number of rows of ion-
ization chambers, utilized for the determination of energy release, unfortu-
nately nnd, as a rule, were never more than three. This is why the calcula-
tions of electron-lnagnet.ic cascade theory were essentially utilized for ob-'
taining final results.
Figures 6 and 7 (preceding page) show the experimental data on spectra
of energy E releases after the data of MPEI and 1PAGSGSSK (7) (Fig.6) and
FIAN (Fig.7) [8). As may be seen from the diagrams, the statistics obtained
In these measurements is insufficient to derive a conclusion on muon spectra
with presently required precision. The theoretical curves in Fig.6 and 7
are given for various values . of y7r, and the value Ylr - 1.2 -- 1.3, following
from experiments at MSU and OSAKA team are not in contradtcation with the
above experimental. data either.
Among other works carried out by this method one should note an earlier
wotk at PPEI on the investigation of energy releases induced by muons
moving at great angles to the vertical (0 > 600 9 8 a 75 0 [61) In this work
the statistics of events was broader than in the previously mentioned ones.
The value of the exponent Y in the energy interval of muons 2 . 10 11 - 2 . 10 12 ev
was found to be 2.1-!0.1. In combination with the results of MSU this result
can not be explained strating from the generation pattern of muons, at the
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expense of tr -► u-decay. It is evident that in the case of pattern's n -+ If- de-
cay validity, we must obtain a notable dec:reaee of the .^xposiestt Y (by 0.3 — 0.4)
at transition from the vertical direction to	 75•. The list of works de-
voted to the inv r stigation of the energy spec , a u;n of lnuons in the energy r.,-
gion >3 . 10 11 ev (3.10 11 — 3 . 10" ev) is, therefore:, indeed lisaited to the
above-mentioned ones. It follows from works [5] and [9], completed with high-
est statistical precision, that the energy spectrum of muons is in contradic-
tion with the standard pattern of their generation.
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Fig.8
Energy spectrum of muons in the enc!rgy region E — 2•).0" -- 101 9 ev
ubtainod with the utilization of riagneti.c spcctrograptl data [2] and
of works [5] and [9], The nonnormalized spectra of works [2] and
[5] coincid^ near the point 3 10 11 ev with a precision to 20 percent
Normalization at the point 3 . 10 11 ev is brought out in this diagram.
1) refers to data of [2]; 2) -- to r5]; 3) --• to [9]
Shown in the above Figure 8 is the energy spectrum of muons in the ener-
gy range 10 10 — 10 19 ev after the data of magnetic measurements of [ 2] and
of great ionization bursts of [5] and [9]. At the same time, when passing
from the spectrum of bursts to the energy spectrum of muons, it was assumed
that the latter has an exponential form. The 'y-exponent of the muon spec-
trusn was determined form the 'Y-exponent of burst spectrum taking into ac-
count the corrections for the precise farm of bremmstrahlung cross-section
[15]. The value Eu — (3 • ]0 8 n) ev was compared with the magnitude n of the
burst.
g ^-
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Note Lliat the spectrum of muons, shoran in } Figure 8, could allow us to
determine also the frequency of air showers with particle number N > 104,
created by muons, provided only this spectrum is extrapolated into the re-
gion of energic -. 8 > 101 a ev [16] . Theo the frequency of these showers
was determined by us starting from horizontal air showers according to [16]
in the assumption that the angular distribution of muons follows the law
sec 0. If the spectrum of muons in the energy region > 3 . 1.0 11 ev is repzesented
by the exponential law Y — 2.5, the anticipated frequency of air showers
from muons will be three times less than the observed one at angular distri-
bution of muons scar 0 and 25 times smaller than the observed one at isotro-
pic angular distribution of muons (total number of events (26)). From the
above considerations it is clear that the n,_asurement of the energy spectrum
of mions should necessarily be conducted in the indicated energy region
(3.10 11 -- 10 13 ev) b, • any kind of direct methods.
As already noted,the investigation of muon fluxes at great depths
(1 -- 10 kin w. e. ) underground allows us to obtain information, which in the
general case, depends simultaneously on the spectrum, angular distribution
In the atmosphere and the general. character of interaction of muons. The
installations of such a type have a transmissivity 1000 times greater than
those based upon the principle of registration of great energy'releases.
Despite the complex character of information obtained with installations
of similar type, one may, at sufficient mehodical and statistical accuracies,
attempt to extract from this information data on angular distribution of
muons in the atmosphere. Such attempts were recently made in the works
[17 -- 191.
The installation of the Mierican team [17, 18] allowed them to determine
the direction of muon trajectory with a precision to i° and to study the^ah-
gular distribution of muon fluxes passing at different angles 0 and ^ for an
about identical rock thickness, i. e. having approximately identical energies.
In this way, the problem of separating out the angular dependence of high-
energy muon fluxes was resolved by way of specific choice of rocky ground's
thickness. Plotted in Fig.9 are the data on muon fluxes observed at various
angles -9'in accord with [18]. The given depth is determined with a precision
to ± 100 M.W.C.
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Fig.9
Angular distribution of muons of high energy (>10 12
 ev) obtained
on the basis of experimental dut y of work [ 18) (see text). For
the sake of comparison Cheoreti .cal angular distributions of muons
are brought out, which were obtained by way of averaging the theo-
retically expected curves for various depths, isolated in the ex-
periment, and for the cases of 7r -► U- and K --► U- decays
The resul +:
 brought out in Fig.9 is obtained from data of [18] by way of
construction of the angular distribution for separate depths and subsequent-
averaging of data in the 2500 -- 5500 m.w.e. depth rang... Note that, by com-
parison with earlier published data of [12], the data [ 18) differ fiom ' the •for-•
mer, despite the fact of their obtaining on the basis of the same, eripirical
material, but with the utilization of refined data on soil density. The mini-
mum energy of muons in experiments of [17, 18 1 constituted 10 12 ev. It may
be seen in Figure 9 that the angular distribution of muons with energy 10
ev, oba t fined for if -►
 p- and K -► p-decays differs from the experimental one.
The.Japanese--Indian team conducted measurements of the angular distri-
bution of muons at the depth of 3.500 m.w.e. with the aid of a telescope made
of scintillators and "Konversi"* tubes under a plane layer of soil.. The
precision inthe determination of the angle constituted 	 1.5%. The conver-
sion of the results of measurements [19] to angular distribution in the atmo-
sphere and its comparison with the anticipated theoretical angular distribu-
tions is brough out in Figure 3,c of [19]. The conversion of direct empiri-
cal data presupposes the assignment of the curve of the depth flux of muons
in the 1.5 -- 5 km w.e. range. At the same time, there exist in this inter-
val measurements at separate discrete points, and the fon^ of the curve for
the course in depth can not be considered as established with sufficient ac-
curacy. Therefore., although in work [19] the angular distribution obtained
was in contradiction with the results of [17, 181, additional experiments
are required fora correct solution of the problem.
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On the other hand, the accurate knowledge of soil density and thickness
and also of the efficiency and aperture of the devices fo:- various angler 0
and Q) (in particular at great angles in ].ndo Japanese team's experiments)
has a great sigrificance in both experiment-, c• ` [17 -- 191. However, the
work of [1.7, 181 still bears a more direct character:, for it does not assume
the preassignment of the curve of depth course and utilired an installation
more advantageously oriented for the registration of the sec 0 interval of
interest to us.
The angular distribution of high energy moons was also investigated in
the already mentioned works [7, 8]. The utilization of ionization chambers
for obtaining the angular distribution is, in our opinion, beset with the
difficulty in the determination of the number n or relativistic particles,
induced in filter's layer abo':-e the chambers by the ionization n o observed
in chambers. In this case the relation n — nocos 0 is usually applied,
which, however, and strictly speaking, is incorrect- and is dependent upon
the details of angular distribution of particles in the shower, the geometry
of the chambers, on the transitional effect and on particles' return current.
Fig. 10
Angular distribution of muons, yielding energy release: a)refers
to E a 10 11 ev, b) — to E ^, 3•10 11 .ev. The experimental points
are plotter; in accord with the data of work [8]. Solid curves re-
fer to the theoretical computation for n -} u- and K -► U- decays
In the work [7] the angular distribution was investigated only at small
•	 sec 0, where various generation mechanisms of muons are little differ
.13
The data on angular distribution of muons with E > 10 11
 ev and E > 3 . 10 11 ev,
where F. is the energy release in the calorimeter, are plotted in Figure 10.(*)
The data for E > 3 . 30 11 ev agree well with the pattern of n - ►
 u-decay. The
data for E > 10 11 ev are in essential contradiction with it. This provides
the basis to assume that the density increase of angulai distribution with 0
may be of methodical nature.
Therefore, summing up the above results, we should underscore the exis-
tence of a serious indication 117, 18] on the anomalous character of the an-
gular distribution of high-energy muons (E > 10 12 ev).
As already noted above, the energy spectrum of muons obtained by us and
characterized by the index Y - 2.2, results in the requirement of either a
substantial increase in the photonuc]ear interaction cross-section of n ►uons
beginning with E11 < 3.10 11 ev, or the introduction for them of some new ano-
malous interaction, when compared with data [14] on underground measurements.
If we consider that the indicated anomaly is necessarily linked with the pro-
duction of particles of nuclear nature, the simplest setting of the experi-
ment on the study of this anomaly presupposes the search for, such interactions
of muons that are attended with the onset of nucleo-active particles.
The first attempts to invcsti.gate this question in the energy region
E
P
 > 3 . 10 11 ev be long to the MPEI team [20]. This team conducted anal-rsis of
avalanches observed in an horizontal ionization calorimeter. The main pert
of avalanches registered in the work [20] constituted cases of emergence of
measurable ionization in no more than three rows of ionization chambers.
The ascertaining among such events of nonelectromagnetic avalanches is hardly
possible on account of the existence of fluctuations in the electron-photon
avalanche,*even if one estimates that the averaged theoretical electro-
magnetic cascade curves are quite accurately known. However, cases were ob-
served of avalanche penetration through four and more rows of ionization
chambers. Among such events several tens of avalanches were detected, which
knowingly could not be described by the electromagnetic cascade theory.
Despite the small statistics of such events, one still may derive the conclu-
sion that if the observed avalanches are linked with photonuclear interactions,
of muons, the cross-section of this interaction in the energy region of the
M The mean
-
energy of muons reponsible for energy E release >E is,
according to [8] Ep - 3E.
order of hundreds Gev has a significance, at least too sivaller than at
energies -10 Gev.
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Fig. II
Case of nonelectromagnetic interaction of muons in the in-
stallation of ref. [5]. Five rows of hodoscopic counters
and three rows of ionization chambers are schematically re-
represented. The black bands indicate the used up counters.
A burst _10 4 relativistic particles is observed in the first
row of chambers (it is shown how ionization is distributed
between separate chambers)
Anothe,^ attempt to investigate photonuclear interactions of muons in
the energy regions greater than several hundred Gev belongs to Moscow State
University (MSU). The case is presented i.n Figure 11, identified as a
nonelectromagnetic interaction of muons. It is chu, •acteristic.of similar
kind of cases that, besides registration of a major ionization burst, showers
are observed in other rows, registered by hoeoscopic counters. Let us recall
that in the MSU detector the rows are separated from one another by lead
filters of 28 t-units thickness; this is why the observed events cannot be
explained at the expense of a single electron-photon avalanche. Nor can they
be explained at the expense of several consecutive interactions of one muon.
i
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This is directly attested by experimental data on the frequency of shower
formation n j , n2
 of solitary muons inducing bursts of the given magnitude
r. (see Table 1). According to these data, the pru`uabil.ity of observing
events of type shown in Figure 11 is at least tens of times smaller than
the experimental probability of these events.
T A B L E 1
PROBABILITIES OF NUCLEAR INTERACTIONS AND EXPECTED PROBABILITIES OF
Tf:EIR IMITATION CONSTRUCTED ON THE BASIS OF EXPERIMENTALLY DE-
TERMINED PROBABILITIES OF ELECTROMAGNETIC PROCESSES
	
nt	 Pr.ocessType of Events*
	
r e 1. p a r .
	
...`. ^.._,.. 4.-..^..........,^
	
T__
2 	 ttt 3
	 t s^ t tt, ^ !.
2	 ni^3	 tt,a 4	 tt;;sutit f0
	
1.03	
Nuclear (5.L f)• fi1_ .
 (S L 1)• f0 °^(3 ± 1)•f0 = (.) f)• 1•`^ t(3 1) 10'°^(1 '! ^^oJ).
	
J	 .f0-1
EI`f	 (9:^	 f0- 3
	 . 10 -2	 S,3.10-3
	2,340` 4 	0,30.10' 11 	7,0.10-7
	
a	 l	 Nuclear (1.;' 11 . C,) X (f.3''-0,G)` (S•± 5).f0`^(5--4).f0`"I(5 4)•1V!
	
10	 (	 xiA-^ I	 x10` 1 	I	 •I	 '
EM	 f.G•1t1'=	 f',G•f0' =
	:.5.10`	 f.^J•f0'4
* n 1 ,n2 is the number of particles arising simultaneously in two
rows at the expense of muon interaction. The probability of Lhe event
002 ) is determined as the product of experimentally obtained events.
The dependence of the share of suc11 events as a function of magnitude n
of the burst (this fraction is considerod relative to the total number of
events with burst magnitude, n). The observed increase is not related to
the requirements that were imposed on the number of used up hodoscopic count-
ers; thus, in the indicated events the number of used up counters exceeded
the minimum required one even at n — 10 3 . The increase in the share of such
events with the rise of n (thats is, of the mean energy of muons could not*
take place in accord with the existing theories of photonuclear production
of muons if one considers that the photonuclear interaction cross-section of
Y--quanta CF  is independent of energy.
These theories do indeed provide expressions for cross-sections that
are homogenous functions of E/EU
 — v. In this case the ratio of the frequen-
cy of energy releases >E at the expense of photonuclear interaction of muons
to that of energy releases >E at the expense of EM-interactions constitutes
ry
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a quantity
S(t^)	 art:
•	 ^ ^^,« (a)t ►^ city
On the other hand it should Le noted thet, from the viewpoint of the
method, the indicated experiment is not faultless, for the direction of par-
ticles inducing the analyzed showers can not always be determined with the
required precision.
Finally, a third at temps. of in-
vestigating the photonuclear, inter-
action of muons of still. higher
energy ( >tens of thousand Gev)
belongs to the Tokyo University
team, having registered the pre-
sence of muons of low energies
(>1 Gev) and nucleo-active par-
ticles in the composition' of ho-
rizontal air showers [1.6]. A1-
;Pll
/y.
Fig .12
Dependence of the share of bursts with
magnitude >n, induced by nonelectromagpet-
ic interaction of a muon, on the quantity
though in the 26 showers rebi.s- 	 n for events of the type n
l	 5, n2	 5
(see Table 1)
tered in the course of'14,000
hours of operation only three of them Caere observed with particles of non-
electromagnetic nature, taking into account the small area of the detectors
by comparison with that, into which the penetrating particles diverge, their
ratio being < 1h o ), it 'should be recognized that t%e role of photonuclear
interactions of muons in the creation of horizontal showers is extremely
great. It is not even excluded that the main part of horizontal showers
ocuurs at the expense of photonuclear interactions of muons.
Therefore, the experimental data brought out raise the question of the
further detailed quantitative investigations of photonuclear interactions of
muons quite sharply. What possibilities-of such investigations are, in prin-
ciple, available? It would seem that the simplest experiment consists in the
measurement of the course in depth of the frequency of photonuclear showers
with small energy release. At the same time, one could, for example, sort
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events corresponding to the photonuclear shower with. the help of a neutron
monitor. However, in reality the inean energy of muons under the ground layer
increases with its thickness x only for small x = 1 km w.e. At grater depths
> 1 km w.e. (when bremmstrahlung processes and pair formations enter the pic-
ture), the mean energy of muons remains independent of the depth and equal to
300 Gov . M
Thus, the investigation of photonuclear interactions at effective ener-
gies E > 3 . 10 11 ev by such a method does not appear to be possible. It is
obvious that, for such investigations with E > 3 . 10 11 ev, it is necessary to
create installations, foreseeing the determination of the energy of the inter-
acting muon by, for example, the magnetic deflection method.
Let us estimate the frequency of anticipated photonuclear interactions
for E >,,10 12 ev. If we admit that fhe products of photonuclear interactions
emerge from the part of the filter, which has a thickness 	 100 g•cm-2 and
consider that Crp}inuc	 10-90 cm2• nucleon-1 , I - 1 hour-. 
2. 	 then
the frequency of photonuclear interactions induced by muons with energy E >	 J
> 10 12 ev has a magnitude
•A 
A 
• 100 g•cm` 2 , I (> 10 12 ev) — 10-30 cm2• nucleori 1. 6 1023.100.1
10-4 hour-l . M-2 -sterad-1.
Therefore, in order to investigate the photonuclear interactions of muons
in the region of interest to us, it is necessary to construct devices with
geometrical factor of no less than 100 m 2 sterad -1 , which would then allow us
to determine a muon pulse of _10 Y2 ev Tyr the deflection in the magnetic field.
It is natural. that such installations may simultaneously by utilized for the
obtaining of exhaustive experimental data on the energy spectrum and angular
distribution of muons with energy > 3 . 10 11 ev.
In conclusion we should make a few remarks on sources of rapid genera-
tion of high energy muons, possible from the standpoint of theory. According
to [21], intermediate bosons, produced in strong interactions by pair, and
rapidly decaying according to the scheme W 	 + v, can constitute such a
source.
M We shall demonstrate that at sufficiently great energies E of the
muon at soil boundary, the energy spectrum of muons under the soil layer
is independent of the depth x. Ef the integral spectrum by E O is AEO -7,
... continued p.19..
]8
According to f:l], the hypothesis on production of boson pairs doer: not
lend to the appearance of any kind of new effects in weak interactions at low
energies, and, in this context, it is not in contradiction with the experi-
mental data available for small energies. On the other hand, the process of
direct generation of muons as a result of charge fluctuation in the Fermi vo-
lume within the framework of multiple production Fermi-landau, was consider-
ed as early as in work [22], and lately in [23]. If the experimental indi-
cations on the rapid generation of high-energy muons, to which i t was referred
in the present work, are confirmed, then the choice between the variou6 theo-
retical variants for the explanaiton of rapid generation [21, 23] may be made
by way of setting up already more complex experiments with muons of high chergy
in the composition of extensive air showers. Indeed, the theoretical variants
of [21, 23] will yield an essentially different spatial Ji.stribution of high-
energy muons in an extensive air shower because of the essentially different
distribution of transverse pulses of produced moon, (in the case [21] p_ will
be substantially greater than in the case [23]).
This is why the investigation of spatial distribution of muons with
energy EP > 3.10 11 ev, and the obtaining of a detailed information on muon
beams are of particular interest.
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(... continued from page 18..)
the spectrum at depth x should be A[f(EU(x))] -Y, where EV (x) is the muon energy
at depth x on the condition that at ground boundary this muon have an energy
Eo, Integrating the fluctuations, one may obtain the form of functions f(E (x)).
Far bEo > a ( a being the losses to ionization, b --to pair formation, e*, e-
th e bremmstrahlung), E o — (ebx/b)[a + bE (x)]. Thus, the spectrum by Ept.x)is
described by [a + bEU (x)] -y and EX) - a/b and is independent of x.
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